All good things happen

Paulett Angella Hemmings, Earth Chreator

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
June 24, 2017
Rewrite Parts: July 6, 2017
SUBJECT: ARTICLE #12 Earth Resilience, Other Existence, Human Resources and Others
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you;
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY
CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL
LIFE, ESISTENCE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. NO PERSON OR THING IS
HIGHER THAN I AM. MY LAST NAME IS EVERY LAST NAME IN THIS EARTH AND
ALL MY CHREATIONS.
This Rewrite is to go before Article 12.
Because of DEVEL Transportation Security Administration (TSA), The DEVEL Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) and many others who continue to use insurrection and interruption on
my work, and use terrorism on me, my work is affected continuously, so this rewrite is necessary
to make the information clearer. These rewrites and the information in Article 12, will help to
develop your knowledge on how the devels create problems on your job, with the quality and
quantity of your work, and other peoples work as well.
The Rewrites for Article 12, because of devel wickednesses are below:
In the Space Shuttle Challenger Disaster, (page 2, line 3) should read:
“In January 1986, During the Regan Administration, the Space Shuttle, Challenger, exploded in
the air and destroyed many inside Earth Chreations, and outside Chreations, Human Spares, the
outside cover, outside shell, or clothing of this Earth and also many other parts of this Earth”.
This heading on (page 2) should be: “East, West, North, South, Esistence”
There are different types of Esistence “in” all four sides of Chreations. In some places, there are
more types and in some there are less variations in Esistence. The next sentence should be
included: “On an average, there are eight different types of Esistence”. The Eastern side has East
and West sides that are separated from each other, and difficult to be connected, and not to be
connected.
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Three of the Interlope hierarchy (page 3) are identified below and should be:
Devalness
Develes
Deval
Devel Nam

Devasness
Deves
Deva Nam
Deve

Xeraxness
Xeroxe Nam
Xerax
Xerex

Colonization (page 4) should have a title and read:
“Colonization/Colony”
Colonization is the Interloupe insect and other insects who are from the Colorness tribes “who said
they were the first to take disadvantage of the Jamaica North, Central, South Continents (The
Americas) Peoples, and they Colorized us”. They said they turned us into them through torture
and terror (Colorization/Colonyzation), and transformed themselves to look like us. They later
changed the word colorization to colonization/colony.
For Deputy Titles (line 5, page 5) should read
“A Deputy can identify the temporary work assignments as a way for higher promotion and
identify exposure to other areas”.
Job Canteen/Restaurants (page 5) should include:
“white rice, naturally colored wild rice, bulga rice, other rice, and other staples. The rice grains
and the meal must not be scattered over the plate to appear to be enough and should not be
overwhelming ether.”
Lunch Time (page 5, line 2) should read:
“All employees who received less than one hour lunch are owned their lunch time. The time that
was removed and owed to them must be doubled, and they must be paid for their full one hour
lunch time, with immediate effect. This is a standing order for all this Earth, Earths, and
Chreations”.
Outsourcing (page 6) should read:
No company or organization to use Outsourcing. “All business owners are to use their own
employees to conduct their business”. There is no financial reason to use outsourcing. “Some of
the outsourcing are being done by plastics, rubber, electromagnetics, and other forms of existence
under cover”.
Barak Obama (page 7, line 3 and 7) should read:
Obama, did you kill Fidel Castro of Cuba while I was traveling, so I could not attend his send off?
Obama, what did you remove from Jamaica when you went there in 2015?
Obama, did you put anything in Jamaica when you went there?
Federal Covoyance (page 9) should also say: “No federal investigations in any place for any
reason. Federal investigations are to hide the identity of the federal devels, and no one knows that
they are the ones committing the terror and destruction, as it is a secret, and they take over the
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case. The saying by federals: “If I tell you my secret, I then have to kill you”, are real and true
sayings and doings. Federal investigations do not solve any problems, they create more problems,
as they are the devels, and they do not punish or reprimand themselves.
Devel Generations (page 9) should read: “The Older Devel or Interlope Generations have been
Insurrecting terror and saucery on the younger generations or the newer generations. The
Interlope older generations, plotted and made changes in the year 2012 that affected some of their
groups, and the other seven existences including Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, Chreator of
Life Chreations. The older Interlope generations do not have family or relative closeness with the
younger ones; they are a different generation. However, the older ones take away the younger
one’s identity and property and refuse to give them back to the younger ones. They also take away
the other seven Existence property and identity and refuse to give them back as well. The
Interlope teaches many of the other seven Existence to do the same generation control and
removal of property, as they are doing with their own.
The Interlope insects and animals control by the use of enforcement (highest force), terror, and
horror in all the Esistence in the East, West, North, & South side of the chreations.
All my Articles, Decrees, Decry and higher must be distributed to my children, to the various
states/counties/countries, businesses/commerce, organizations, municipals, schools, banks,
colleges, libraries, gazettes, Journals, United Nations, morgues, hospitals, nursing homes,
churches, mosques, temples, all religion places, embassies, consulates, missions, TVs, radios,
newspapers, internet sources, etc. New York State Governor’s Office and the Jamaica Consulate
employees are to distribute the Articles, so all the international and local public can get them.
All my Articles must be put in the National Gazettes, State Gazettes, City Gazettes, Town
Gazettes, Municipal gazettes, State Journals. The website is www.naturalearthforall.com. There is
also a www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall site with other information. They must also be put in
the National Registry, Register, National Archives, Records Management, Registrar Generals and
other similar office.
Yours Truly,
Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIA SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
OH MY GOODNESS
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
MY LOVE
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PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
June 24, 2017
SUBJECT: ARTICLE #12 Earth Resilience, Other Existence, Human Resources and Others
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you;
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY
CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL
LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. NO PERSON OR THING IS HIGHER THAN
I AM. MY LAST NAME IS EVERY LAST NAME IN THIS EARTH AND ALL MY
CHREATIONS.
All Articles are COMMANDS from ME (I AM). My words or my speech are my ORDERS,
UNLESS I SAY IT IS A COMMAND. Every and all Directions, Guidance, Plans, Rules, Orders,
Commands, Comrandas, Decrees, Decrymiumms and higher can never be disobeyed. If you do,
you have serious penalties including charges and sentences on you. When I write the word
ORDER anywhere, it means double ORDER. When I write the word COMMAND anywhere it
means a double COMMAND.
I COMRANDARAMOS that all States/Countries in this Earth, are to use all my Articles to
transition/change the way they are operating, to protect themselves, and the environment. There is
no excuse for any state or country to not follow my Commands, Comrandas, Decrees, Decry, and
higher. The States/countries in this world and the Chreations, are to begin immediately, right now
in making the changes happen according to my Articles.
All information in ALL my Orders, Rules, Articles, Articlettes, Decrees,
Decrymiummiummiumm, and higher are not to be used by the governments, Republics,
Republicans, Monarchies, Kings & Queens, Royalties, to boost their administration, for their
upliftment, to use as part of their leedership, or to be used outside of what and how I have given
permission to be used. My Articles are to educate and inform many about themselves and the
devel leadership that are illegal in my Earths, Chreations, and my Authority. The Articles
information are to be used to drive the devels out, to burn the devels out, and to put up barriers to
prevent the devels from leeding in my places illegally. The Article and other higher Commands
are to be used to develop the many environments, to give protection information, and also for my
children to know who they are and who I AM.
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Earth Resiliance Through Many Disasters
This Earth went through many different types of disasters over the many Centrymenias. The
Bubonic plagues happened during the time when the devels removed this Earth from its permanent
spot and pulled it into their devels mucky places. They opened the top of this Earth and they
entered the Earth. They swarmed many of the States especially the Europe areas, and they
dominate and enforce themselves. Many people had to wear the Blue Bonnet silk headwear. It
was good, but the devels did not want them to wear it, so they stormed the Peoples in trillions and
get in their heads. The plagues were unmanageable, so they had to stop wearing the blue bonnets
and used other methods to protect their heads. The devels do not want us to know the meaning of
the time period, and they called it the Bubonic plagues period.
The Dark Ages
In the Dark Ages period, many devels fight for control of the Earth. A devel took the Earth and
put in his body by reducing it, and it was too heavy for the devel. Therefore, the Earth fell into
water areas and broke. Water got into the Earth. The electricity, power, and many things rotted,
and the Earth was dark and filled with many diseases, plagues, and bad things. It was there for a
while until it was spotted, removed, and cleaned up.
The Space Shuttle Challenger Disaster
In January 1986, During the Regan Administration, the Space Shuttle, Challenger exploded in the
air and destroyed many inside Earth Chreations, and outside Chreations, Human Spares, the
outside cover, shell, or clothing of this Earth and also many other many parts of this Earth. The
destroyed outside of this Earth was replaced with a plastic cover. I heard that the O’ring problem
was an O’Bama problem. I heard that the devels were fighting with each other, and they wanted
to destroy many of my other Earth Chreations. They loaded up the space shuttle with many
bombs and dynamites to destroy other earths. Obama didn’t want them to bomb those areas as
they were his territories he captured. Therefore, he rigged the space shuttle with interceptors and
other things to prevent it from getting into his captured territories. The space shuttle, the
dynamites, and the many bombs exploded and destroyed other areas that OBama was not in
control of.
East, West Esistence, North, South
There are different types of Esistence on all four sides of Chreations. In some places, there are
more types and in some there are less variations in Esistence. The Eastern side has East and West
sides that are separated from each other, and difficult to be connected, and not to be connected.
These are some of the Esistence, not in any order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The Chreater
The Builder
The Gurner
The Furner
The Turner
The Murmer
The Maker
The Buriller/Putter
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9. The Puller
10. The Sounder

Pulls things
Makes Sound

All these lives exist on their own and not connected to each other. They all have specific order of
esistence, and they are not near to each other. They are separated by large gaps and many layers
of emptiness.
One of these existence is the Interlope Makers. The Interlope Maker highest authority, her
husband/play mate is the man who wants to be a woman and he is the highest devel leeder. There
are many variations of the titles of the Interlope groups, and many of the groups titles are spelt
with a little difference. Some of the older generations also have the titles of Carne Man or
Carnivorous Man. Some of the titles in the groups sound similar, but they have sounds that they
add to their speech to make the differentiation distinct. A few of the interlope hierarchy are
identified below in no order, and the last name in the millennium we are in is NAM. Previously it
was MAN:
Antesness
Antes
Anta Nam
Ante

Blassedness
Bless Nam
Blass
Bles

Colareness
Colores
Colar Nam
Coler

Jackassness Nam
Jackess
Jacka
Jacke

Deviasness
Devios
Deva Nam
Devel

Foxaness
Foxe Nam
Foxa
Fox

Gnataness Nam
Gnatese
Gnata
Gnate

Viatness
Vietne
Viat Nam
Viet

Prostrateness Nam
Prostretes
Prostate
Prostet

Sataness
Satene
Satan
Saten Nam

Tithaness
Tithese Nam
Titha
Tithe

Whitaness
Whites
Whita Nam
White

Obamaness
Obames
Obama
Obame Nam

Osmosaness Nam
Osmoses
Osmosa
Osmose

Zealatness
Zealete Nam
Zealat
Zealet

Neaganess
Neages
Neaga Nam
Neage

Nijaness
Nijene
Nijaa Nam
Nije

Ecrassness/Acraness
Ecrese/Acrese
Ecra/Acra
Ecre/Acre Nam

Niggarness
Niggeres Nam
Niggar
Nigger

Incrassness Nam
Increse
Incra
Incre

Horseness
Horses Nam
Horsa
Horse

Transpandanseness
Transpondense
Transpanda Nam
Transponde

Xeraxness
Xeroxe Nam
Xerax
Xerex

Yeomaness
Yeomen
Yeoma
Yeome Nam
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Ratass/Racaness/Raknaness
Rate/Racnes/Raknes
Rat/Racna/Rakna
Ret/Racne/Rakne Nam

Liarness Nam
Lieres
Liar
Lier

Ubequitiousness
Ubequese Nam
Ubequa
Ubeque

The Interlope Makers live in the Heaven of the past ERA and HEAVIN of this Millenniumm.
Millenniumm is a combination of the Millipede, Nigga, Nija, and the hummm Sounder existence.
HEAVIN means: Horses, Ecret, Ants, Vietne, Incre, and Nija insect and animal existence. ERA
means ecret, rat, ant, time as each of the Interlope take turn to dominate each other. The Interlope
WHITES are the Leeders. The Colarness, Blackness, and the Viatness groups are not Whites.
Colonization is the Interloupe insect and other insects who are from the Colorness tribes, they said
they were the first to take disadvantage of the peoples and they Colorized us. They said they
turned us into them through torture and terror (Colorization/Colonyzation), and transformed
themselves to look like us. They later changed the word colorization to colonyzation.
Colored Peoples
They were many colored peoples in all States/Countries. The peoples have colors like green,
purple, bright pink, blood red, orange, bright yellow, blue, and so on. Their highest titles for
different tribes are Dutchess & Duke; Princess & Prince, Contessa & Earl, Count & Countess,
Viscountess & Viscount, Baron & Baroness and much more. These titles are the highest titles of
leaders of each tribe and not titles that gets lower in rank based on marriage or the birth of a child.
The British stole these titles and changed them to how they want them to be reflected and gave
them to many States that should not use them. Some of these States had Rankings and did not use
these lower titles, and other states were not to use them as they were not theirs.
Human Resources
No Human Resource should instigate, initiate, support harassment, bullying, undermining,
putdowns, or put insurrection on any employee or customer. No Human Resource to allow bosses
to bully, harass, put down, write lies, illegal reports, or use bullying tactics from the Heavin on
any worker, customer, or affiliates. No human resource can allow anyone to put documents on an
employee file without his or her knowledge and approval. If these things have happened,
especially since the year 2000, the Human Resource Personnels are charged, a fine of $200,000,
from the organization, and demoted five levels below.
Worker Protection
All workers laid off from government must be paid their full salary, bonuses, and increases right
up to retirement from every and all different types of government agencies or organizations. All
employees are to get their anniversary awards from all these government agencies every five
years, even if they have been laid off. They are to be invited to a special lunch or dinner event to
award them and to celebrate the events. This is an official engagement, where they are dressed up,
and given their transportation expenses to attend and depart the events. The event dates must be
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flexible so there must be more than one date and month they can attend, and they must be given
notice about three months in advance so they can plan for the events.
All employees are to be given financial bonuses every six months for their work contributions.
Those who have been laid off must get higher and special bonuses for not being able to contribute
to the job development and operation.
All workers who have taken on additional work from other departments are to be paid for their
additional assignments and this has been a standing order. While I am writing these information,
Dept. of Homeland Security is removing the information from my thoughts and mind, so I
couldn’t put the fullness of what I want to say from my mind.
Deputy Titles
A Deputy is only to be used when the official worker is unable to work, is away, and another
lower rank or lateral rank is working on behalf of that official person in the job position. A
Deputy cannot become a permanent worker because he or she has worked in that position for a
while. All positions must be filled from the right interview process and the right selection. A
Deputy can have the work assignments as a way for higher promotion and exposure to other areas.
Job Canteen/Restaurants
All organizations, companies, firms, government and others who are not small business owners,
must provide a canteen in the buildings or nearby for their employees. The meal must be fully
cooked and no meat is rare or have blood to be seen or taste. The meal must be of high quality
and the right beef (not horse or deer meat), pork, chicken, fish, curried goat, oxtail, pastas,
potatoes, yams, dumplings, green bananas, ripe plantains, fresh vegetables, and steam vegetables,
and beverages of coke, Pepsi, cream sodas, ginger sodas, blue sodas, red sodas, yellow sodas,
purple sodas, root beer, malt drink, hot chocolate, coffee, hot cereal, corn flakes, whole milk, fruit
juice, fruits of many qualities and types, including ripe Jackfruit. No diet food. No reduced
calories. No reduced fat. No reduced starch. No Gluten removed. No degermination of corn meal.
No bleaching of flour, rice, sugar and other foods. No white sugar. No particle removed from the
food group. Have nuts, chips, cookies, biscuits, of many variety for snacks and all must have full
enzyme and full contents. Use olive oil, corn oil, canola oil, sunflowers oil to prepare meals. No
calories, fat, or other particles removed from oil. The price for lunch meals, or snacks, must adjust
according to my articles commands and higher.
Lunch Time
All employees must get one hour for lunch and no less. All employees who received less than one
hour lunch are owned their lunch time and that time removed must be doubled for them to be paid
for their illegal removal of their lunch time. During lunch time, other worker must be in the spot
so no lag in work production and efficiency. No work place must be locked for lunch time. Every
customer must be attended to during lunch hour as there are flexible work hours and many back up
for lunch breaks.
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Outsourcing
No company or organization to use Outsourcing. All employee and business must be done by the
ownership or legal commerce owner employees. There is no financial reason to use outsourcing.
Most and many of the outsourcing are being done by plastics, rubber, electromagnetics, and other
forms of existence under cover. Some of the outsourcers are located in other territories outside of
this Earth, in the Heavins, and in outside Chreations when connected through satellite
communications. Banks, Credit card, and financial institutions and their customer service must
never use outsourcers or outsourcing.
Work History
I work for the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. Most of New Jersey areas are in the
New York State. Not much of the Jersey State is left as it was cut up, removed, and dumped in the
ocean and the devels stitch the remainder with New York and called it New Jersey. It is in the
Jersey State where the sports Jerseys clothes are to be made, and it was set up to be made from.
I work for the City of New York (Mayor’s Office, Department of Cultural Affairs, Taxi &
Limousine Commission, Fire Department of NY), Retail Stores, Private Sector, Services
Commissions, New York Botanical Garden, Department of Health & Human Services/CMS New
York, & Puerto Rico, Department of Homeland Security/TSA Miami International Airport.
Government Workers
All government workers are always full-time employees with full benefits to last a life long. Once
they are employed, they are always an employee and can always return to continue additional
services of their desire and availability. Their pensions are in continuous growth even if they
transfer from one job to another. If they borrow or withdraw any portion of their retirement, it is
as if they never withdrew any. Their pensions in all the different branches of the government in all
States/Countries, Citys, Municipalities, Localities are kept within that entity. No government
worker can be terminated unless it is done by Paulett Angella Hemmings, the GOG, or one of my
other versions, or one of my other ones, or my leader representations that come through
generations.
Security Clearance
My TSA Security Clearance is part of my job with TSA as it is a requirement for me to do my job.
My Clearance was approved, I believe in 2010 and because of devel insurrection on my TSA job,
my Director did not give it to me. I believe it was in 2010, that I contacted the Security Clearance
Office and they told me it was approved and it is part of my job requirement and that is why they
requested it and approved it. The Security clearance I must get is that of the highest level ever in
this EARTH.
Barristers
Why are innocent people not allowed a call to their Barrister when they are arrested? All arrests
are illegal.
Why are there no free telephone or paid ones to use in the Police Stations for the innocent peoples
or anyone to use publicly and in good condition and with the right hygiene and not infected with
germs?
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Why are innocent peoples not allowed to use their telephones to call a barrister or barristers for
help?
Some of the Other Existence
In the Builder Existence, there are the Googling, Goblings, Gringe, Greenwitch, Gremlin and other
titles. In the Burner Existence, there are the Gadgets, Pagets, Tigets, Midgets, and much more.
Barak Obama
Barak Obama, why did you go to Cuba?
Was it to terminate Castro?
Obama, I you kill Fidel Castro of Cuba while I was traveling so I could not attend his send off?
Obama, what are you afraid that Fidel Castro would tell me that you killed him before 2017?
Obama why did you go to Jamaica?
Obama, what did you remove from Jamaica when you went there in 2014?
Obama, did you remove things from Jamaica in the federal cut out and other levels of Jamaica?
Banks
Barak Obama and the Federal Government, why did you merge with all the banks that I joined in
the USA?
I joined Chemical Bank and you merged it with Chase, JP Morgan Chase, Chase Manhattan. I
joined Fleet Bank and you merged it with Bank of America and control my trust funds and
vacation fund and birthday fund and travel funds and much more through these banks that have
my signature.
Communications
I use Verizon/Horizon mobile cell telephone and Obama merged with it or acquired it through
Frontier Communications in 2016, the year I am aware of who I AM. I use Bright House
Communications, my personal TV station, for my telephone, fax, internet, and TV cable, and
Donald Trump acquired it through Spectrum/Charter Communications and other affiliates that
takes effect on January 2017, the year I began to lead my Natural Earth and Chreations, Officially.
In these situations, I am boxed in. All my monies are in the federal control and under Federal
government usage, and my communications are all boxed in by federal Presidency and devel
ownership. Everything I do is seen and watched by federals and republics and the Monarchies and
many others. They use my properties and things illegally and they tear down my home and
community.
Earth States
This Earth had many States on the inside of the round ball and they were placed in layers. All of
these States are not visible on the Earth map. I heard that a few cut-out parts of them are in the
middle areas they called the space areas. Those few that are there, are cut off from us on the
outside, as they have no road or air space to travel because the governments cut them off, and they
have no access to the space shuttle to travel to our side. Sometimes, the devel insects abduct them,
and they are found wandering in our areas and ended up being orphans. I heard that the few inside
placed that are still around, are cut off from the computer interconnections just like this Earth. In
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other areas, some States like the Jamaican Kingdums are isolated and moved from place to place.
They were last seen in one of the peak connecting the apex at the top of this Earth isolated from all
other places and many have to jump to their death to escape the isolation and being cut off from
roads and air travel. I heard that many or most of the Jamaican Kingdum were washed away
sometime last year 2016, and the news reporters knew about it and no one here got the news about
them. I heard that some colored peoples are among those who are cut-off from our areas, and they
live in the space areas as well.
The British also went into the Jamaican Continents and changed our Ranking titles to Royal,
Royals level 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, and they changed the order of my rules of marriage and they changed the
order of life. The Port of the Rankings and the Port of the Highest Rankings and others were cut
out and dumped into the sea and other parts became the Jamaica Port of the Royals (Port Royal)
that was destroyed about in the sixteen hundreds.
Name Changes
In this Earth over the years the devels took control, many names were changed through
enforcement, orders, oppression, repression, obsession, horror and terror. The Devels forced those
in the Eastern side of this Earth (Middle East), to change their names to Rabbit name (A
Rabbit/Arabic). They forced a specific the Torah family to change his name and his family name
and to take on the Hebrew animal names. The devels forced many to add the devel name to their
names. The devel name is MAN, and they switch it around and it is also NAM. Vietnam is a
devel name and not the right name for the State. Accra in Ghana are both devel names as they are
from the Interlope hierarchy. The name Silverman, Whittman, Goldman, Newman, Widman,
Lawrenman and other variations of names are all devel names.
Trumps
Why is the government taking up our time watching confusing Donald Trump Trial about Russian
spy, when natural, real flesh Russian lives are supposed to spy on the American Devels and to
intercept the devels? Why did the government change their story to say that Trump is working
with Russia? Why is the government using our air time and news time to watch a bogus Donald
Trump replica trial just like the Clinton trial in Article 10? Why are the news media using MY TV
Stations with mal practice/illegality, and wasting our time with bogus political trials when my
children do not know that I AM HERE, not know how to protect themselves, and do not know
who they are?
Is Donald Trump the President or is it his daughter Ivanka?
Ivanka Trump, are you also a man “Ivan”?
Why is Ivanka Trump using my information from my Articles for pregnant women leave with
pay?
Also, why did Tampa Mayor used my information I wrote in my note book, to advertise on my
TVs my information they stole about pregnant women leave with pay?
Why is Microsoft and Dell computers allowing the government to get into my computer and my
home and stealing my information and using them?
Why the TV broadcasts are helping the insects to broadcast stolen information?
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Why are the TVs not broadcasting that I AM HERE, and my article for all my children are
available for them to read and to know who they are?
Ivanka Trump are you wearing stilts to make you look longer/taller?
Ivanka Trump, are you another version of Ivana Trump?
Ivaka Trump are you married to Donald Trump? Or are you one of his Mistress?
Ivanka, are you doing the work of Donald Trump’s wife?
Ivanka, are you and your children, plastics, rubber, or what?
Orgery/O’Cherriee
Interlope, why did you put a red round cherriee tomato in the Centex women pussee and the men
battee and put them in sorceree, and Insurrectoree and then tell them they committed SIN?
Interlope, why did you call O’cheree, Orgery and use semantics tricks on the Centex fooling them
with your words and actions?
Interlope, Don’t you know that a man cockee is to go into a woman Pussee and not a man battee?
Interlope, when a man cockee is hungree, it must go into a woman pussee and not a man battee!
Federal Covoyance
The Federal government has many different federal groups who investigates each other and
investigates the private and public entities. The federal use all information to booster their
benefits. When these many federal government groups attack each other, it is called a federal
covoyance. They use codes, and signals to alert others that one is defunct, and they all attack each
other. All of the times they are attacking another, it is because either it is a planned attack, or it is
one of the group insurrection of terror on anyone. When they are low down with man power, they
call on others to help, even their enemies and give them sad soppy stories and use sorcery to get
others to assist. Then they attack the ones who come to help them, and then the terror takes on
new directions and continues to go in many chaotic disarray and impromptu attacks.
Devel Generations
The Older Devel or Interlope Generations have been Insurrecting terror and saucer on the younger
generations or the newer generations. The Interlope older generations, plotted and made changes
in the year 2012 that affected some of their groups, and the other seven existences including the
humans. The older generations use themselves to insurrect those who do not know of their
changes, and the others in the seven esistence that do not know of their plans, plots, and changes.
They also use those who do not know of the changes in their older generations against the younger
generations, against themselves, and against the other seven esistence.
The Interlope insects and animals control by the use of enforcement/highest force, terror, and
horror all the Esistence in the East and West side of the chreations. The Interlope use the Older
Generation insurrection in all parts of the other Esistences. They have been trying to use the same
older generations insurrections in the Human Spares and Human Esistence, however, the humans
chreations have somehow resisted them. The Interlope are the leeders in devel business (busy
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ness). I heard that Barak Obama has gone through a number of disasters since 2008. He has
managed to regenerate himself through the older generations of himself.
Man Cocky
Man, do not use the cocky and put over your penile or penis then point it to your head hole to
direct your head thinking. When the penis is pointed toward the head it creates confusion and
generates Penal Law. Your cocky should either be in the down position or in front of you in the
pussy hole. The Cocky is for the Pussy and not for your brain thinking. Man, your activities are
discombobulated as your penis is in a state of confusion. Man, you are a Dick Head! Put your
Dick Down and cover it with a Baggy until it gets in the right pussy. I do not create man in this
Earth. I create Ban.
Water Damns
To prevent water shortages in this 2017 Year, Each State must build damns of different sizes and
in various locations. They must connect pipelines to the Oceans and Seas and direct the water into
the damns. They must use the water purification system to remove the salt from the sea water or
ocean water and then use the water for general water usage.
Protections For Everyone
Use the Cerasee shown on facebook.com/naturalearthfoall to boil and drink with no sugar or with
a little bit of brown sugar to taste, as often as you can. Use it protects your entire body and it
helps you to eat many things that you are allergic to, when your body is build up with it inside of
you. You can also drink it without sugar before, during and after you are eating something (a food
group) that you are allergic to. People using saline can drink it as well. People who are diabetic,
have high or low blood pressure can drink it. People who are on insulin can drink it as often as
they can. Some people who have eye problem can add the ucalyptus leaves to the Cerasee, and it
will protect your eyes from the devels who infest your eyes so you cannot see what you are to see.
Put the Cerasee in your bath water and soak in it. Put the cerasee juice all over your body as a rub
and in your nose, ears, pussy, batty, and on your head as well as it will protect your head.
You can add the white rice water to the cerasee to drink and to put on your body as well. The
Touch-me-not plant or wild bush that has the little seeds in the pod, and when you touch the seed
pods, it burst open. That is the Touch-me-not to use by itself. You can drink it and rub all over
your body.
The Dandy Lion plants or wild bush are escellent for all types of cancers. Drink them many times
a day and soak in them and rub them all over your body. There are many different Dandy Lion
plants that are in every state and they are different. They are different because all States Peoples
and Rankings were put in different areas and the plants are there to protect them. All the Peoples
and Rankings in the States are different so the plants are made different. The plants have different
things in them to protect each State so the plants look different. Many of the plants are seasonal as
well. They come up sometimes in the spring, in the summer, or in the fall. Sometimes they come
up looking different as some of them are to generate at different times and the colour will change
and the size will change. You are to know which ones are to be used for what protection, and
when to look for them and to identify what they are.
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The Song of The Chreator, Jamaican Kingdums, Jacksons, Jasper Coordinates, Jamaicans,
Interlope
We no want no plastic, no plastic, no plastic, no plastic. We no want no plastic, no plastic, no
plastic, no plastic. We no want no plastic batty no plastic Penie. No plastic, no plastic, no plastic,
no plastic, no plastic. We no want no plastic hand no plastic foot. No plastic, no plastic, no
plastic, no plastic. We no want no plastic breast no plastic chest. No plastic, no plastic, no plastic,
no plastic. We no want no plastic nose, no plastic ears, no plastic mouth, no plastic eyes, no
plastic head. No plastic, no plastic, no plastic, no plastic. We no want no plastic back no plastic
belly, no plastic batty no plastic pussy. No plastic, no plastic, no plastic, no plastic. We no want
no plaaastic, no plaaastic, no plaaastic, no plaaastic. Plastic a no fe me, plastic a no gimmick. We
no want no plaaastic, no plaaastic, no plaaastic, no plaaastic. We no want no plaaaastic, no
plaaaastic, no plaaaastic, no plaaaastic.
All my Articles must be distributed to my children, to the various states/counties/countries,
businesses/commerce, municipals, schools, banks, colleges, libraries, gazettes, UN, morgues,
hospitals, nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, all religion places, embassies, consulates,
missions, TVs, radios, newspapers, internet sources, etc. New York State Governor’s Office
employees are to distribute the Articles so all the public can get it.
All my Articles must be put in the National Gazettes, State Gazettes, City Gazettes, Town
Gazettes, Municipal gazettes. The website is www.naturalearthforall.com. There is also a
www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall site with other information. They must also be put in the
National Registry, Register, National Archives, Records Management, Registrar Generals.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIA SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
OH MY GOODNESS
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
MY LOVE
No one is to translate my writings in all documents, steal my information, add to my writing, remove any part of my writing, change my writing, change the information, or change the meaning of
my words. You can only distribute what I give you permission to distribute. You can read exactly what I wrote, but do not interject any of the devels in my writings and my messages.
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